Notes:

- For additional information regarding product installation and/or fabrication instructions for recessed window corners, refer to the applicable Dupont® self-adhered flashing systems products installation guideline.

Installation is applicable for buildings less than 5 stories and low-rise multi-family residential buildings less than 6 stories when performance requirements do not exceed ASTM E1677 (65 MPH equivalent structural load and 15 MPH equivalent wind-driven rain water infiltration), and wind/door design ratings that do not exceed DP45.
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1. Cut & Install System at Least 1" Lower Than the Sill to Avoid Interference With Interior Finishes
2. Install the sill flashing according to the latest step of releasing paper. Align the flashing with the exposed edge of sill and install notched opening across sill and out of corners
3. Be sure to avoid interferences with the sill. Secure Dupont® Flashing™ to itself into the corners and fasten along the sill from the exterior of the frame
4. Do not stretch material along the sill or jambs
5. Use the Dupont® TYVEK® Tape to also secure the other flanges and corners
6. Dupont® TYVEK® Wrap Cap Fasteners

A. Cut an opening in the SHEATHING to expose the perimeter of the rough opening. Remove the release paper to allow for flashing installation
B. DUPONT™ TYVEK® Wrap Cap Fasteners
C. Cut a head flap at a 45 degree angle at 2" to 3" on to the face of the wall. This provides a horizontal plane for the head flap to be cut
D. After the sheet metal has been installed, cut the head flap along the perimeter of the rough opening to expose the perimeter of the head. Secure the Dupont® TYVEK® Wrap Cap Fasteners

A. Dupont® TYVEK® Tape to be used to secure flashing and install edge sills
B. DUPONT™ TYVEK® Wrap Cap Fasteners
C. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
D. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS

1. Install the sill flashing. Remove the largest strip of exposure paper and install the flashing. Install the inner sill. The width of the inner/ recessed sill. Cut the Dupont® Flexwrap® NF at least 12" longer than the height of the window
2. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
3. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
4. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
5. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS

A. Install the head flashing. Remove the largest strip of exposure paper and install the flashing. Install the inner sill. The width of the inner/recessed sill. Cut the Dupont® Flexwrap® NF at least 12" longer than the height of the window
B. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
C. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
D. DUPONT™ TYVEK® WRAP CAP FASTENERS
E. Ensure the Dupont® TYVEK® Wrap Cap Fasteners
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NOTES:

- FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING PRODUCT INSTALLATION AND/OR FABRICATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECESSED-WINDOW CORNERS, REFER TO THE APPLICABLE DUPONT™ SELF-ADHERED FLASHING SYSTEMS PRODUCTS INSTALLATION GUIDELINE.

- INSTALLATION IS APPROPRIATE FOR BUILDINGS LESS THAN 5 STORIES AND LOW-RISE MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS LESS THAN 6 STORIES WHEN PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS DO NOT EXCEED ASTM E1677 55 MPH EQUIVALENT STRUCTURAL LOAD AND 75 MPH EQUIVALENT WIND-DRIVEN RAIN INfiltration), AND WINDOW DESIGN RATING THAT DO NOT EXCEED DP45.